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Abstract
Actions are essential in the description of processes, since processes are characterised
by the actions they can execute. In this paper, we tackle the problem of the de-
nition of actions within the context of a component-based approach to concurrent
declarative programming. In this computation model, a system is modeled by a set
of interacting components, where each component consists of a declarative program,
called store, and a set of processes.
We give rst an overview of the considered computation model for concurrent
declarative programming. In a second step, we propose to dene actions as functions
from declarative programs to themselves, using a meta-language, where abstract
data types of declarative programs are available. We illustrate our approach through
several examples and compare our approach to related work.
1 Introduction
Classical declarative languages, i.e., functional, logic and functional-logic lan-
guages, aim at providing high-level descriptions of systems. Indeed, a purely
declarative program can be seen as a static theory presentation, which can
be used for reasoning over the underlying model, e.g., by solving goals as in
the logic programming paradigm or by simplifying expressions as in the func-
tional programming paradigm. Additionally, these languages have well-known
nice features, such as abstraction, readability, compilation techniques, proof
methods etc. However, due to their \static" nature, the concepts underly-
ing declarative languages are not suÆcient to capture the whole complexity
of real-world applications [31], where interactivity, concurrency and distribu-
tion are needed. In particular, the language must support the \dynamics"
of evolving theories. For instance, a program which uses a constant date as
a value has to update it regularly, as well as a database recording the daily
evolution of bank accounts has to evolve along with the operations executed
c
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on the accounts. Even more obvious is the case of interactive applications,
since the interactions with the environment (e.g., other systems or users) have
naturally an impact on the theory.
So, applications of this kind are required to execute actions, that is to
say, to modify theory presentations, i.e., declarative programs. Most existing
approaches for concurrent extensions of declarative languages, as for instance
[4,7,8,19,26,27,28,29], provide actions in form of several built-in primitives,
dedicated to update the current theory presentation: Consider for instance the
\predicates" assert and retract of Prolog [10], the action tell of concurrent
constraint programming (ccp, [28]), the assignment \functions" (with eects)
setq (respectively, :=) of Common Lisp [30] and Scheme [1] (respectively,
SML [24]), or the built-in actions for changing the code of a module of Erlang
[4]. But unfortunately, there is no standard set of such actions, and each
language suggests its own ones.
In this paper, we advocate to distinguish actions clearly from the notions
underlying declarative languages. This design choice of our considered com-
putation model aims at both, avoiding the need for encoding the concepts of
processes and actions by means of the concepts underlying the declarative lan-
guage being extended, and allowing the use of the most appropriate concept
for every part of a program or system description.
Furthermore, we show that considering declarative programs as data ob-
jects in ametalanguage allows to subsume the dierent existing approaches for
building actions over programs. Indeed, if we consider (declarative) programs
as elements of an abstract data type (ADT), all the dierent modications
can be considered as operations dened in the metalanguage on this ADT.
This approach has several advantages. First, the approach for the integration
of concurrency and mobility becomes more abstract and generic and can be
applied to any declarative language, since it does not rely on specic built-in
primitives which might be diÆcult to dene for other languages. Thus we
gain the same advantages as when passing from data denitions to abstract
data types. Second, the programmer may be given the possibility to dene
its own, application specic actions. On the one hand, this should lead to a
better structured and in consequence more readable and maintainable code.
On the other hand, the possibility for dening new actions allows to enhance
the computation model in a straightforward way (in fact, to model mobility
in the sense of the -calculus [23] we only need to introduce the additional ac-
tion new). Last, but not least, the ADT of programs can be used as a kind of
\glue language" which permits the interaction between several components: In
fact, to manipulate other components we need to know their precise structure.
Thus exhibiting the ADT of programs denes the \interface" to the language
(and consequently components written using the language) more formally.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The next section briey
presents the considered computation model oering a component-based ap-
proach to concurrent declarative programming. Section 3 introduces the def-
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Fig. 1. Execution Model of a System
inition of actions and presents an example of an ADT of programs, which is
used to illustrate some denitions of actions in section 4. A comparison with
some related work is subject of section 5. Finally, section 6 concludes.
2 A Concurrent Declarative Computation Model
In this section we present the broad outlines of our computation model for
a component-based approach to concurrent declarative programming. For
more details, we refer the reader to [14]. We model a system as a set of
interacting components, which may be distributed over a network or reside on
a single computer. Each component will be identied by a component-name s.
Internally, a component is organised as a set of processes p
i
, i.e., a concurrent
program, and a set of formul F , i.e., a traditional declarative program, called
store. Hence, the execution model of a system is similar to the one of ccp [28]
or the coordination language Linda [16] and can be pictured as in gure 1.
Processes (p
i
) communicate by modifying the stores, i.e., by altering, in a
non-monotonic way, the current theories described by the stores, for example
by simply redening constants (e.g., assignment of a new value) or by adding
or deleting formul in F .
All the changes of the stores are the result of the execution of actions.
Thus actions constitute the basic entities for building processes. Roughly
speaking, an action hs; ai is a pair of an elementary action a and a storename
s denoting the store F on which the elementary action a is to be executed.
Examples of actions are hs; c := vi to change the denition of the (variable)
constant c (which is dened in the store of the component s) to the value v
and hD; (print 'hello')i to print the string hello on the display D.
Orthogonally to the execution of actions by processes, the stores of the
components can be used as usual, i.e., for goal solving or the evaluation of
expressions (to normal-form). This shows that our computation model is a
conservative extension of declarative programming, since a component without
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any processes corresponds to a declarative program in the classical sense.
From a programmer's point of view, a component is described by four dif-
ferent parts, distinguishing clearly the dierent notions underlying our compu-
tation model. Figure 2 shows these dierent parts. Besides the (initial) store
or declarative program (dening functions and predicates) and the denition
of processes, a component will be characterised, on the one hand, by the de-
nition of actions which can be used for the modication of its store and, on the
other hand, by its interface to the environment, that is to say the imported
(respectively, exported) symbols from (respectively, to) other components.
In addition to these parts, a component has also a mailbox, associated to
it, that is used for the interaction between components. In fact, the actions
to be executed on a remote component are sent (via the communication net-
work which we assume to be fault-free) to its mailbox. It is then up to the
remote component to ensure the execution of these actions. Thus mailboxes
are handled by the implementation and transparent for the programmer.
Notice that any of the parts of a component may be missing. For instance,
a pure declarative program or component will need neither actions, processes
nor interaction with other components. This shows once more that our com-
putation model is a conservative extension of both, declarative and concurrent
programming.
In this paper. we focus on the denition of actions. Therefore, we present
only briey the contents of the other parts one by one in the following subsec-
tions. Furthermore, we make some simplifying assumptions about the commu-
nication between components. For example, we suppose that the underlying
communication network is fault-free, that is to say, that all messages sent
arrive eventually, in the order they have been sent and without duplication.
For the rest of the paper, we assume the reader is familiar with classical
notions of rewriting (see, e.g., [11,21]) as well as process algebra (see, e.g.,
[15]).
2.1 Stores
A store is a declarative program, presented as usual by a signature  declar-
ing the dierent symbols used in the program and a collection of formul R
dening the meaning (or semantics) of the symbols. To simplify the presenta-
tion, and without loss of generality, we choose as an example of a declarative
language for this paper a language based on conditional rewrite rules, and we
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follow a constructor-based discipline. Note that the concepts presented in this
paper also apply to more realistic, i.e., more sophisticated, languages (using
constraints, denitional trees, higher-order functions, etc.).
Denition 2.1 A signature  is a pair hS; 
i where S is a set of sorts (in-
cluding Bool , the sort of boolean values) and 
 = C ] D is a (S

-indexed)
family of operations. We distinguish between two kinds of operations, namely
constructors C and dened functions D.
A conditional rewrite rule is a triple \ lhs ! rhs j cond", where lhs and
rhs
1
are terms and cond is a boolean valued term.
A store F = h; Ri is a pair of a signature  and a set of rules R.
Example 2.2 Using the signature
 =
*
S = fBool ;Natg
C = fsucc : Nat ! Nat ; zero : Nat ; true : Boolg
D = f+;  ; mod : Nat  Nat ! Nat ; <; : Nat  Nat ! Boolg
+
we can dene the operation \ mod" by the following two rules:
x mod y ! x j x < y (1)
x mod y ! (x  y) mod y j x  y (2)
2.2 Elementary Actions
Elementary actions describe the modication of stores, i.e., declarative pro-
grams. The second part of a component (see gure 2) allows a programmer
to dene elementary actions as total recursive functions from stores to stores.
This approach is presented in more detail in section 3, including examples of
denitions of elementary actions. Thus we suppose for the rest of this section
that we are given a set of predened elementary actions.
Intuitively, the operational semantics of executing the elementary action a
on the store F , replaces F by the result of the application of the elementary
action a to it, i.e., (a F ).
Example 2.3 The elementary action (tell r) (respectively, (del r)) adds (re-
spectively, removes) an (unconditional) rule \r ! true" to (respectively, from)
a store.
2.3 Processes
In order to describe the dynamic behaviour of real-world applications, a com-
ponent may contain the denition of processes. In our computation model,
processes are dened in the style of process algebra.
1
lhs (respectively, rhs) stands for \left (respectively, right) hand side".
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Denition 2.4 A process term p is a well-typed expression according to the
following grammar:
p ::= success

g )


s
i
; a
i

i

(q t
1
: : : t
n
) p ; p p k p p+ p p p
The process success represents the process which terminates successfully.
A guarded action  =

g )


s
i
; a
i

i

is composed of a guard (i.e., a boolean
expression) g and a sequence of pairs of elementary actions a
i
and storenames
s
i
. Informally, a storename can be seen as a (symbolic) identier for a com-
ponent, denoting the store of the component. So, executing a guarded action
means to test the validity of the guard in the (local) store (i.e., the guard may
be reduced to true), and, upon the validity of the guard, to execute the se-
quence of the elementary actions
2
hs
i
; a
i
i in a locally atomic manner, that is
to say, for all stores, the elementary actions associated to it are to be executed
atomically. (q t
1
: : : t
n
) stands for a call to the process q with the terms t
i
as parameters. The denition of processes is given shortly below.
As usual in process algebra, we use specic operators for combining pro-
cesses, namely parallel (k) and sequential (;) composition, nondeterministic
choice (+) and choice with priority (). The last operator is not very com-
mon, but we found it necessary to model critical applications where nonde-
terminism is not acceptable [2]. The intended meaning of the process term
p
1
 p
2
is: \execute the process p
2
only if the process p
1
cannot be executed
now", i.e., the process p
1
has a higher priority than the process p
2
.
Process denitions are intended to give a description of the behaviour of
processes. Some restrictions are required on the (recursive) denition of pro-
cesses in order to avoid pathologic cases, especially processes with an innite
branching degree. A common solution to avoid such problems consists in
requiring process denitions to be guarded (see, e.g., [15]).
Denition 2.5 A process q is dened by a sentence of the form
(q x
1
: : : x
n
)(
m
M
j=1

j
; p
j
where (for each j) 
j
is a guarded action and p
j
is a process term. For a
readable presentation, we omit here some formal technical conditions on the
use of variables.
According to denition 2.5 a process is dened by a set (ordered by priority)
of \guarded commands"
3
, each of which consist of a guarded action and a
process term.
2
Abusing the notation, we call in the remainder of this paper a pair hs; ai for short
(elementary) action.
3
Our guarded commands are similar in spirit to those of [13].
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Fig. 3. Process Denitions for the Dining Philosophers (located on store F )
Example 2.6 Consider the problem of the \Dining Philosophers" [12]. We
model the situation with two boolean functions, which have to be added to
the signature of example 2.2, namely (stick x) and (is eating y). The former
represents the fact that stick x is lying on the table, and the latter is true
whenever philosopher y is eating.
Using the (elementary) actions (tell r) and (del r) of example 2.3, we
can model the behavior of a philosopher by the processes of gure 3. Since
a philosopher is either thinking or eating, we model these two states of a
philosopher by two processes, namely thinks and eats. When a philosopher is
thinking and wants to start eating, a guarded action has to be executed. Notice
that the guard (stick x)^(stick ((x+1) mod n)) ensures that the needed sticks
are both available, and the three (elementary) actions modify the theory by
removing the two sticks, and by adding the eating philosopher. Notice nally
that the atomic execution of the elementary actions avoids deadlocks.
2.4 Imported and Exported Symbols
We distinguish dierent levels of imports (respectively, exports). For instance,
the declarative program describing a store may itself be a collection of les or
modules. This is to be distinguished from the import (respectively, export) of
declarations of a store or declarations of actions from one component to an-
other. The former is a facility to structure the (declarative) program forming
a store, whereas the latter is necessary for interaction between components.
In this paper, we focus on the denition of actions in the context of a single
component. Thus we restrict ourselves here to a brief, informal presentation
of imported and exported symbols.
Interaction between components in our computation model is based upon
the execution of action on the stores of remote components. Hence, a com-
ponent needs to import the actions which can be executed on the stores of
other components. Since these actions take parameters that are related to
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the store of the remote component, the associated declarations of the store,
e.g., sorts, functions and predicates, have to be imported. To avoid name-
clashes, the \names" of the declarations could be prexed with the name of
the component they are dened in.
The exported declarations of a component are those which can be used by
other components. Obviously they constitute a subset of the declarations of
the component.
2.5 Operational Semantics
The operational semantics of a component is dened via a transition system,
the states of which are pairs consisting of a theory presentation, representing
the current state of the store, and a process term, representing the current
structure of processes to be run. The transitions between states are triggered
by the execution of actions, either by processes, by the external environment,
e.g., when a sensor has to be updated, or by the user via a dedicated inter-
preter for actions. At each state, the inference rules dening the operational
semantics of the underlying declarative language may be used over the current
store, e.g., the current set of rules. Thus, in example 2.6, one might ask for the
philosophers which are (currently) eating. For a presentation of the inference
rules dening the transition relation, we invite the interested reader to consult
[14].
3 User-Dened Actions
In the previous section, we have seen that (elementary) actions are the prin-
cipal constituents for the description of processes, since each run of a process
corresponds to the performance of a possibly innite sequence of actions. In
this section, we discuss the denition of actions.
The actions executed by processes operate on stores. Notice that, when-
ever a process has to execute actions on some physical device, the latter is
considered as a component, that is to say modeled as a store for the data de-
scription together with processes for the control part of the device. Therefore
we are lead to dene an action as a curryed recursive function which goes
from stores to stores
4
.
Denition 3.1 An action possibly takes some arguments and returns a total
recursive function from a store to a store, i.e., an action has the following
prole
action : arg_type_1 -> ... -> arg_type_n -> store -> store
where the sort store denotes the ADT of stores, and the sorts arg_type_i
denote the sorts of needed parameters.
4
A similar view is taken by the authors of Concurrent Haskell (CH), when they call a state
transformer, i.e., a function (or value) of type IO t, an action [26, section 2.1].
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Obviously, whatever formalism is used for the denition of actions, we have
to ensure that an action respects the conditions of denition 3.1, namely that
the action is a total and recursive function and that the result of an action
is a well-formed L-program. A possibility to guarantee these properties is to
(syntactically) restrict the formalism used for their description, in order to
either guarantee, or at least allow the denition of eective analyses.
Notice that a particular consequence of the requirement, that the resulting
store of an elementary action has to be well formed, is that it has to be well-
typed (since this is a necessary condition for a well-formed store). However,
for some elementary actions
5
, the need for dynamically type-checking the
store (i.e.,, at the moment of the execution of the action) can be avoided, and
replaced by a static analysis of the program before its execution. Consider
the assignment action c := v. For the resulting store to be well-typed, we have
to require that the sorts of the constant c and the term (or value) v are the
same. This condition can be checked during the analysis of a process, since
we know the sorts of all symbols and terms in the store.
Using our computation model, the integration of processes into a program-
ming language L becomes straightforward as far as it is possible to dene or
to use actions which modify programs written in L. Unfortunately, actions
over programs are often supposed to be not a fundamental part of a language
and are not specied for most familiar programming languages. Exceptions
are reective languages, as for instance Maude [7], or Common Lisp [30] to-
gether with its Metaobject Protocol [20]. In these languages, programs can be
represented as data in the language itself, and these programs can be executed
by an interpreter.
Nevertheless, even if classical programming languages do not provide ac-
tions as such, particular actions on programs exist, but are mixed with \pre-
dened built-ins" of the syntax of the language. For instance, Prolog [10]
provides the \predicates" assert and retract which allow one to add and to
remove clauses to and from a program. In SML [24] (respectively, Scheme [1] or
Common Lisp [30]), the \function" := (respectively, setq) permits to update
the value associated to a \mutable cell". In Erlang [4], the \built-in functions"
load_module, delete_module and purge_module allow to exchange a version
of a module by a new, \corrected" one. These built-in actions, which are
supposed to be used inside the sentences dening a program P , have (\side-")
eects on P and hence modify the program P . Stated otherwise, the (last)
parameter of these actions (which represents the program to which the action
is to be applied) is missing, since it is implicitly \self".
There are many ways to dene actions on programs for a given language L,
for example by providing a set of built-in actions or by providing an specic
language which allows the description of actions over programs of L. There-
fore, such a language is a meta-language with respect to L since L-programs
5
In fact, most actions that do modify only the rules of the store enjoy the same property.
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are considered as elements of a particular data type.
In the following, we exemplify these ideas by using a language similar to
SML [24]. To let users dene their own actions, stores should be represented as
data objects. Recall that a store of the language at hand is a triple hS; 
; Ri
where S is a set of sorts, 
 is a family of sorted operations and R is a set of
conditional rewrite rules. We give in gure 4 a description of the signature of
an abstract data type (ADT) for the considered stores
6
. This ADT is dened
in a modular way. The signatures of basic data types such as strings and
generic lists are missing. Data types of sorts, operations, variables, terms,
rules and stores are described by their constructors (make ?), testers (is ?)
and accessors (get ?). Note that this ADT is not meant to be an (optimized)
implementation of the considered declarative language.
4 Examples of Actions
In this section we give some examples of (elementary) actions
7
together with
their denitions. All actions are supposed to return well-formed stores.
4.1 Adding Rules
The actions which are most straightforward to dene are those which just
add something to a part of the store, for example the addition of a rule. In
example 2.6, for instance, the (elementary) action (tell (is eating x)) adds the
rule \(is eating x)! true" to the current store.
Obviously, since in our example of an ADT the store contains a list of
rules, we have at least two dierent reasonable possibilities to implement this
action, depending on the position where the new rule will be inserted into the
list of rules, namely either at the beginning or at the end of the list. The
following is a (naive
8
) specication of the former:
add_rule : rule -> store -> store
add_rule rule store =
make_store (get_sorts store)
(get_operations store)
(cons rule (get_rules store))
Prolog provides two built-in \predicates", namely asserta and assertz,
which add a new clause at the beginning (asserta) or the end (assertz) of
the clauses dening the corresponding predicate [10, pages 44 { 47].
6
For the sake of simplicity, the example of an ADT of stores in gure 4 does not distinguish
between constructors and dened functions.
7
As before, we call, by abuse of notation, an elementary action simply \action".
8
In this and the following examples, we omit the checks of the precondintions which are
necessary to ensure that the resulting store is well-formed, as for instance to check that the
rule-argument is well-typed.
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ADT store (* STORES *)
make_store : sort list -> operation list -> rule list -> store
get_sorts : store -> sort list
get_operations : store -> operation list
get_rules : store -> rule list
ADT rule (* RULES *)
make_rule : term -> term -> term -> rule
get_lhs : rule -> term
get_rhs : rule -> term
get_condition : rule -> term
ADT term (* TERMS *)
make_variable_term : variable -> term
make_application : operation -> term list -> term
is_variable : term -> bool
is_application : term -> bool
get_variable : term -> variable
get_operation : term -> operation
get_arguments : term -> term list
ADT variable (* VARIABLES *)
make_variable : string -> sort -> variable
get_variable_name : variable -> string
get_variable_sort : variable -> sort
ADT operation (* DEFINED OPERATIONS *)
make_operation : string -> sort -> operation
get_operation_name : operation -> string
get_operation_sort : operation -> sort
ADT sort (* SORTS *)
make_basic_sort : string -> sort
make_functional_sort : sort -> sort -> sort
Fig. 4. Sample of the signature of an ADT store
Obviously, the possibilities will be dierent, if the ADT of stores is more
sophisticated in order to implement \optimal" evaluation strategies, where
rules are stored, for instance, within denitional trees [3].
There are still more possibilities for the addition of a rule to a store. Con-
sider the case of adding several times the same rule. Depending on the oper-
ational semantics, the existence of duplicated rules may be important (notice
that the standard of Prolog [10] is not very precise about how this is handled
in Prolog). In classical ccp for instance, telling the constraint c several times
(i.e., adding the constraint c several times to the store) is equivalent to telling
it just once [28]. The addition of a rule could therefore be combined with a
test, such as adding a rule only if it is not yet present in the store (modulo an
equivalence relation).
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4.2 Removing Rules
There are several possibilities to remove a rule from a store. A programmer
might want to remove a precise rule, or all rules of a specied form. Thus, when
removing a rule, we should test each rule separately if it should be removed
or not. Dierent possibilities of removal will then correspond to dierent
tests, which might be a functional parameter of the action. Examples for
such tests are identity, identity up to renaming of free variables, pattern
matching, unication, equality (equivalence with respect to the store), etc. A
possible implementation of the removal-action is the following:
remove_rules : (rule -> bool) -> store -> store
remove_rules test store =
make_store (get_sorts store)
(get_operations store)
(find_all (fun x -> not (test x)) rules)
where the function (find all t list) returns the list of all elements e of
the list list for which the evaluation of (t e) returns true. We use an
anonymous function (or -abstraction) to inverse the result of the test test,
that is to say the expression (find all (fun x -> not (test x)) rules)
denotes the list of all rules r in the list of rules rules for which (test r)
returns false.
In Prolog, the built-in \predicate" abolish(predicate) removes all clau-
ses for a given predicate predicate (in a single step), whereas retract(p)
removes all rules which can be unied with the rule-pattern p (one by one
upon backtracking) [10, pages 37 & 38, 154 & 155]. While abolish is not
very \precise", the successful use of retract requires to control the number
of necessary backtracking steps, which is to our opinion not straightforward.
4.3 Assignment
Probably the most common action is assignment (:=) as it is ubiquitous in im-
perative programming languages and also used in some declarative languages
as SML [24], Common Lisp [30] or Oz [29].
Similar to the view of assignment in the coordination language Linda [16,
page 98], we see the assignment c := v as removal of all rules dening the
(constant) operation c and addition of a single rule which redenes c to have
the value v. Thus, using the actions dened above (i.e., the functions add rule
and remove rules), the action of assignment might be dened as follows:
(:=) : operation -> term -> store -> store
(:=) operation term store =
(add_rule
(make_rule (make_application operation nil) term true)
(remove_rules
(rule_pattern_match
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(make_rule (make_application operation nil)
(make_variable_term x)
(make_variable_term y)))
store))
where x and y are variables, true is the boolean constant true, and nil
the empty list. rule pattern match is a test function which implements a
pattern-matching-based removal
9
:
rule_pattern_match : rule -> rule -> bool
rule_pattern_match rule1 rule2 =
(term_matches (get_lhs rule1) (get_lhs rule2)) and
(term_matches (get_rhs rule1) (get_rhs rule2)) and
(term_matches (get_condition rule1) (get_condition rule2))
where we use the standard pattern matching function term matches:
term_matches : term -> term -> bool
(term matches term1 term2) returns true if term1 matches term2.
Note, that in our framework, a \variable" in the sense of standard im-
perative programming languages corresponds to a \changing constant": using
assignment, we may change the theory which denes the value of the constant,
and in each of these theories, the value does not change, i.e., it is constant.
A further possibility for the assignment action (c := v) might reduce the
term to normal-form, i.e., the action might add a rule dening c to have the
value term' where term' is the normal-form of term.
4.4 Modifying the Signature
So far, we have only considered the modications of the rules of a store.
Modications of the other part of the store, i.e., its signature, are interesting
too. For instance, consider an implementation of a window system. Such a
system needs to store information about all the dierent windows that are
currently displayed on the screen. Roughly speaking, a theory describing the
current state of the system might model every window by a constant. Hence,
when a request for the creation of a new window arrives, the theory has to
be changed, and a new constant corresponding to the new window needs to
be created. A similar example is the dynamic creation of new communication
channels, which is mandatory in order to model mobility through link passing
as in the -calculus [23]. These examples are presented in more detail in [14].
Common to both examples mentioned above is that the enrichment of the
signature is limited to new constants, which then may be further used and
modied by assignment as in classical imperative programming languages.
However, there are also situations where the addition of a new operation, or
even a new sort might be necessary. For instance, if a program has to be
9
We suppose that and is evaluated \lazily" in a sequential manner from left to right.
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modied, the new version of the program might use new operations over new
data-structures, in particular new data-types. This happens for example if
we want to change the implementation of an algorithm using another, more
eÆcient data structure, as for instance graphs instead of lists.
Notice that actions modifying the signature are executed implicitly in some
of the interactive interpreters for modern declarative languages, whenever the
denition of new global symbols is permitted, as for example the let-construct
in ocaml and SML/NJ.
Removing declarations from the signature is be more problematic. For
example, removing an operation from the signature needs also to remove all
the sentences (rules) including that operation, as well as to stop the execution
of all processes using this operation (see the implementation of purge_module
in Erlang [4]).
4.5 Complex Actions
More complex actions are needed when particular parts of a store have to be
modied. A typical example is the correction of errors without stopping the
activity of the entire system, as it is required for example for large telephone
exchanges or air traÆc control systems.
To handle such systems, the concurrent functional language Erlang [4] pro-
vides the built-in functions delete_module, load_module and purge_module
which allow to replace a complete module by a new, updated version (with-
out stopping the entire system). Since Erlang is untyped, this allows also the
modication of the signature of the module, by changing the prole of func-
tions, and the set of symbols dened in the module. But one might imagine
situations where the exchange of an entire module is too coarse-grained, and
where the modication of a single rule is suÆcient.
Maybe we need even to change the prole of some functions. Consider
a function computing the price of train tickets. There may be new, unpre-
dictable policies, such that the age of the customer, the season or the time-
period has to be taken into account. Thus the function computing the prices
of train tickets has to be replaced (in the entire store) by a new one, which
has some additional parameters. This action (in its generality) is diÆcult (or
even impossible) to express using the built-in actions of existing declarative
languages. Another example are chip-cards. Since about two years are needed
for the design of the cards, the requirements of the application have probably
evolved. Hence, it would be interesting to have the possibility to adapt the
program in chip cards without the need for redesigning the chip.
5 Related Work
As already mentioned in the preceding sections, most existing programming
languages do not provide actions for the modication of programs as such, but
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rather as special built-in primitives integrated into the syntax of the language.
These primitives are usually diÆcult to adapt to languages based on a dierent
paradigm.
Since examples for such primitives are too numerous to survey them all,
we restrict ourselves and give just a selection of some dierent kinds. When
they have already been discussed in Sect. 4, we do not further comment them
here. For instance, the logic language Prolog [10] provides the built-in pred-
icates assert, retract and abolish which allow one to add (respectively,
remove) clauses to (respectively, from) a program (see Sects. 4.1 and 4.2).
In languages based on the framework of ccp [28], as for instance Oz [29],
the action tell allows to add a constraint to the global constraint store (see
Sect. 4.1). Languages providing assignment are numerous. Besides imperative
programming languages (e.g., C
++
, Java, ada, etc.), assignment actions can
be found in functional languages (e.g., SML or Common Lisp) or constraint
programming languages (e.g., Oz) (see Sect. 4.3). The concurrent functional
language Erlang [4] oers the built-in functions delete_module, load_module
and purge_module which allow users to replace a module by a new corrected
one without stopping the entire application (see Sect. 4.5). CML [27], Erlang
[4] and Concurrent Haskell (CH) [26] provide a built-in primitive spawn (or
forkIO in CH) the \side-eect" of which is to launch a concurrent process.
Interprocess communication via ports (e.g., in AKL [18,19], Oz [29] and Curry
[8,17]) uses the built-ins openPort the creation of ports and sendPort for the
sending of messages through ports. The latter primitive modies the program
by adding the message at the end of the associated stream; thus the informa-
tion about the current end of the stream has to be kept in the program and
to be modied when sending a message.
Similar to most concurrent declarative programming languages, most ap-
proaches to state change in (logic) databases [6] do not clearly distinguish
between the notions of actions and predicates. Also, by focusing on database
updates which can be rolled back, these approaches do not encompass all ac-
tions, in particular actions that manipulate physical objects external to the
system, as for instance alarm bells or production machines, since one cannot
\roll back" the emitted sound or reverse every mechanical transformation.
Additionally, all these built-ins are required to operate on the program
executing them. In other words, all actions are implicitly applied to the store
itself, as for example the implicit state parameter of the monadic I/O in CH
[26]. Consequently, these languages are in fact designed for the description
of self-contained components and thus, additional tools are necessary for the
coordination and communication of components written in such languages.
An example of such a tool are coordination languages, e.g., Linda [16]. In
Linda, processes communicate via a shared tuple space, using several primi-
tive actions, namely primitives for adding, reading and removing tuples. To
allow the denition of more high-level communication schemes, the idea of
programmable coordination media has been suggested [9]. Similar to our ap-
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proach, a programmer can dene the actions executable on the tuple space.
By using (declarative) programs instead of a tuple space, we give the pro-
grammer the possibility to express more complex coordination structures on
an abstract level, without the need to encode these strategies via tuple space
operations.
Reective programming languages, e.g., Maude [7] or Common Lisp [30]
together with its Metaobject Protocol [20], allow the representation of pro-
grams as terms of the language itself. Therefore, the language itself can be
used for the denition of actions, since the language corresponds to its own
meta-language. In Maude, the module META-LEVEL allows the modication
of the modules which are stored in a \module-database". Metaobject Proto-
cols (MOP's) [20], as for instance in the object system of Common Lisp [30],
provide also the possibility for the denition of actions on parts of the pro-
gram. In Java [22], reection is limited to the discovery information about
objects of the program, to the invocation methods (including constructors for
the creation of new objects) and to the modication of elds. However, no
new classes or methods can be dened.
In combination with an implementation of an interpreter of the language
(in the language), as for example the special operators eval of Common Lisp
or meta-reduce of Maude, which interprets its argument, reection allows to
write self-modifying programs. This can be used to implement programs the
execution scheme of which is similar to our components. However, since the
denitions of processes is not separated from the store, even the denition of
processes can also be modied dynamically. To facilitate the understanding
of programs, we prefer to separate the dierent matters, namely the store and
the processes modifying the store.
The scripting language Tcl/Tk [25] allows to modify stores representing
graphical user interfaces (GUI's) by the execution of commands. The set of
available actions (or commands) can be extended. Therefore, thanks to its
adaptability and exibility, Tcl/Tk is widely used for building GUI's.
6 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented how to dene actions in a component-based
approach to concurrent declarative programming. In this computation model,
actions are clearly distinguished from the concepts underlying declarative pro-
gramming and dened as total recursive functions from (well-formed) pro-
grams to themselves, using a metalanguage in which abstract data types of
programs are available.
Most existing (declarative) languages provide actions as built-in primitives
which are presented as a part of the syntax, whenever they are provided at all.
On the other hand, the clear denition of these actions as suggested in this
paper would allow to apply the general principles of our computation model in
order to extend these languages with processes in a straightforward manner.
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Furthermore, the denition of a programming language by a meta-language
in addition to its syntax and semantics should facilitate the composition of
systems using dierent languages.
The computation model for concurrent declarative programming presented
in this paper is only a rst step towards a general multi-paradigm program-
ming model. As such, there are several possibilities for extensions and future
work. For instance, the computation model in its current state does not con-
sider the notion of time, albeit its importance in the modeling of most control
systems. A challenging and interesting issue we are planning to investigate is
the combination of our framework with the integration of time and declarative
programming as proposed in [5].
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